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BEDROOM OPTIONS & IDEAS
A reach-in closet system, no matter the shape or
size, should be functional with the right design
elements so that it can accommodate your needs
as they change over time. Adjust shelf or hang
rod height in sections to meet your current
storage needs. Whether it's a reach-in for him,
her, a child's room or a guest room, a reach-in
closet is a classic staple, with options like the
ones we've provided for you below.

SHOE STORAGE
Utilize storage space at the base of a shelving system
Store on open shelves
Cubbies are great for everyday shoes like sneakers

MAXIMIZE VERTICAL SPACE
Optimize the vertical storage space even in back corners
Store off-season clothing or items you use less often
Create hanging sections designed for your specific needs

UTILIZE ACCESSORIES
Slide-out baskets and bins help keep you organized
Valet bars provide hanging space for dry-cleaning or for
planning your outfit for the next day
Our closet rods come in a variety of finishes: Matte Gold,
Slate, Satin Brass, Oil-Rubbed Bronze, Satin Nickel and
Polished Chrome
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FOR KIDS
Storage for children’s rooms, because of the variety and
size of items they need to store and because they are
constantly growing, requires adjustable and flexible
storage. Having a place for everything teaches them
good organization skills and allows them to be happier
and less stressed by eliminating the time spent looking
for toys and clothing.

CREATE AND ORGANIZE
Triple hanging optimizes the vertical space and can be
adjusted to double hang as they grow and clothing gets
bigger
Keep frequently used items, like shoes, on lower shelves
Keep toy clutter under control in slide-out baskets where
they can easily be put away
Pull-down rods help keep everything within reach and allow
for more effective vertical storage
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LINEN CLOSETS
Linen closets provide a place to store additional towels,
linens, pillows, blankets, toiletries and more. With the
proper customized solution, your guests will be impressed
with how organized and tidy your reach-in closet space is!

ORGANIZATION IDEAS
A linen closet can be customized for any space, no
matter how big or small. Don't just throw sheet sets
and quilts back onto a shelf. When you find an
organization method that works for you, you can
create and maintain a functional closet.

TOWELS AND SHEETS
Sort out ones you do not use and donate or trash
others
Utilize shelves and wire baskets
Store sheet sets in a pillowcase to keep
everything together

CHOOSE A FOLDING METHOD
To keep everything from falling over and looking neat, be
consistent and fold everything the same way
Learn how to fold a fitted sheet

MAXIMIZE COMPONENTS
Cubbies and slide-out baskets are great for storing
washcloths, small towels and other small items
Use a clothes pants rack to store tablecloths
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
SLIDING DOORS
Keep items concealed or visible and add some style to your bedroom closet with chic sliding
doors. Glass inserts come in a variety of decorative options including frosted, patterned and
opaque or translucent. Melamine inserts to match the interior of the closet are also available.

PULL-DOWN RODS
Maximize the vertical space without reaching
Keep everything easily accessible for children or those
with restricted reach
Hanging bar heights below can be adjusted as
necessary for items being stored

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
"I have nothing but good things to see about my dealings with Closet Works. Shelly, my salesperson was
professional and experienced which resulted in an excellent design for my closets. The installers were also
professional in addition to being very efficient. I am very pleased with the finished work product and would
highly recommend Closet Works for closet design and installation."
- Maureen R.
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